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of the automorphism group
is said to be symmetric on r,
a,U.llo,vuuv vertices
of f; f is said
(that is those
groups act
are vertex transitive and hence are
The motivation for this paper came from Lorimer [1] about determining all
minimal trivalent
of order at most 120. Similar work for 5-valent
stabilizer has upper bound that is 48, while in the 5-valent case
stabilizer divides . 32 ,
(see [3]). In this paper we give a
the order of a
SYlnnletnc graphs which are connected and have order at
cornpl.ete list of
Lorimer gave the following theorem for graphs of prime valency.
most 100. In
*This paper was written while the author was visiting Peking University. The author thanks
Professor M.Y. Xu, his tutor, for his guidance.
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Theorem 1 (Lorimer)
r be a connected
where p is
For each normal subgroup N
one of the
(a) r
and N is a non-abelian .simple groll,p;
(b) N acts
on vertices and f is a Cayley graph
(c) N has
two orbits on vertices and r is bipartite;
(d) N n H
1) where H
averiex stabilizer. N has r
natural block
on N-orbits is
and r is a topological cover of

on

chosen to be minimal with respect to acting C"TTYITY1A1"r1f'
then (d) implies
a non-abelian simple group and
(a) it follows that
G
N. The purpose of this paper
cases (a)
( d) in Theorem 1.
The
for 5-valent
Theorem 1 of
iHcllcrme:na appear. In
a.nd
Theorem 2 Lei r be a connected 5-valeni G-symmetric graph. If
tite graph and no subgroup
automo'rphisms acts regularly on
no more than 100 vertices then r is one of the following
(a) the
graph
order 6 on which

is not a biparand if f has

9) acts

a
cover
on which the
and the a1tiomorphi8m group of the block

zs
order 66 on which

In section
Theorem IS
the reader to

As a

some lemmas which will
used
line:orE~tlC "rW'''C>1n1"" not
a.ll the

Sabidussi
gave another construction
groups; it is known as a Sabidussi

U!!",.lo,l-'l..LO,

Definition 2.1 Lei G be a finite group and H be a
union of several d01tble coseis
the form H gH) not
We define the Sabidussi coset digraph r
Sab( G,
D by
V(f) = {gH I g E G},

gdH) I g E
38

d

.,n,,,,.nnnl

c07~taZnjm(J

r

must be an element

e1Jen order,

k,
that mk +

to 2,

odd number,

n

if

a
aSS111ml)tlC)n a ~ H.

will be used later

well known results

The order

a

stabilizer divides

:Lemma 2.6
Let N be an abelian normal
B ::;
and that the order of N and the index
B in
has a
then it also has

. 32

. 217.

"II,""ITll'll.'1l

Lemma 2.7
Par e~Jery n
II.I.7:P',"TUI.l,'I.'rI.{/ group
by an invoZ'ution a and
can be
another suitable element b:
... , n - 1) if n is even;
(1) a = (1,
- 1,
b=
... , n - 2) if n is odd.
(2)a=(l,
n
b=
Ilt"ll,r'J'lJ.l,t'll,
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The notation established
this
C"",\;l\J!J,.

IS Or):!;aIllZed

has even index in
of index 2 which contains H.

most

000
the exact power
has even index at mO.'3i 100 in
Lemma 2.
Lem'rna 3.

,yW(,"OIUv"

the conditions

Theorem

then

the order of

Lernma 3.4 The

PU,;:;':HUHbl'&[:.::>

Hand

40

INI

are

0,8

group of order at
'::>"""Tn,,.,,>, to their order, the last one is

which
groups which
a divisor but the smallest index of a
members of the
of P 5 L( 2,
of
In table 2) 1\1 means
those
VUV.U':;"':I:,UtJV

, IGINI

100

'IHI,

(1 )

elementary calculations lead to table 1 .
Table
No
1
2(a)
2(b)
3
4
5_( ~)
5(b)

.tjX(~lUdlmg;

G
M24
A12
A12
A12

P5L(3,9)
All
All

6

JV!23

7

P5L(5,2)
P5L(4,3)

8
9(a)
9(b)
10(a)

AlO

A 10
5 6 (2)

groups which do not satisfy

order
210.3 3 .5.7.11.23
29.3 5 .5.7.11
29 35 .5.7.11
29 .3 2 .53 .7.11
27.3 6 .5.7.13
2'~.34 .5 2 .7.11
27.3 4 .5 2 .7.11
27.3 2 .5.7.11.23
21 0.3 2 .5.7.31
27.3 6 .5.13
27.3 4.5 2 .7
27.3 4 .5 2 .7
29.3 4.5.7

M
M 23
All
510
Mn

GL(2, 9)
AlO
59

M22
24 : P5L(4,2)
33 . P 5L(3, 3)
A9
58
U(2) . 2
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index
24
12

66
100
91
11
55
23
31
40
10
45

28

exclude
Yt;S
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

not hold

H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2
H3.2

(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(2)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)
(3)

Lemma 3.5
(a) 1f H
1 and r is the
of the zco,<;anear'on,
has order 12:
(b) if H
DlO and INI S; 15, then N = 1 and r is the
order 6,
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the vertices and
L U I I IdJ I.r-; H,

graph I{6

(c) if H
iUj,.IUi()(JZ,CUi

DlO and INI
then N
cover of
and the order of r

, the block graph
96; G is an exten8ion of
which will be used later.

We

involution a from (
to check that a and h

G.
15 and

In this

Ci) First

an

alrr,or:nOl~DrllSlm

group of N.
Thus CN
as~:unlDl;101[l,

the center
no normal tmgroup acts
a ~ HC. As

G/G

s

proper

Du".''''-'.UULfJ

Since H ~
and INI
8, IG/CI
8.
of G/G of order
and this contradicts

that G is as in Lemma 3.4
Since H ~ DlO and INI S 15, so
As Hn
1, the proper subgroup HCIO of
has order 10, and
this contradicts IG /01 S 15. These considerations were based on
assumption
C :::/= G. Therefore, G
C and N
the center of G,
the claim. In
particular, N
abelian.
('iii) Now we prove G = (a, h), where h is an element of of order 5 of H. Let
M = (a, h). Since G (a, H), if H
then M = G. Suppose that H ~ DID. As
~ A5 and G
(a, H), G / N = (aN, H N) according to the relations
.... 11·n,.'~c""

IG/CI S 15.

(aN)2 = (hN)5

(ahN)3

= N.

G / N is not generated by H. Thus a ~ N. As a2 E Hand H n aH a-I has index 5
in H, a is either an involution or it has order 4. As A5 has no element of order 4 it
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must be that a 2
1. Let h be an element of order 5 in H. Thus by H n N
1, we
a2
h 5 1,
E N.
As a 2 1, a normalizes H n aHa- 1
{I, b} and hence ab
ba. If H
DIU,
bh- 1 • Thus b normalizes M. As G is generated
H and a, G
M U bM.
hb
Since IAI n HI
5 and IHI
then
: AI n HI
IG : HI. Since Ai"
h) =
(a: 1\;1 n H),
which contradicts
the minimal
a
and h which
the
relations a 2
1,
the claim.
(iv) Let P be a Sylow
3. We claim that P = 1.
As N
center of G, P
P
(h) is a
( . QJ,
it follows
from Lemma 2.5 that
has a '~UIHljl.~.l..a,
G P x . If p #- 5, P1 contains Sylow
and hence contains a and h which
.... l1·r.n'·'''p p
5 and
#- 1. Then
of G and
hence contains
Since G
((j" h) =
.• l.l.C

If H = (h)
then
r, contrary to the
SUIJf!I~Oll.n of
That is bhb- 1

is a, Sylow
an involution of
onto its inverse. Let x be member of
contains a, member y such that yxy-l
x-In for some n
N. As
. Thus
= (yxy-1rl
x- 6n 3.
:r- 1 We have (u 2 n)3 = 1. The
generated by 'u 2 n is complement
P in
Thus P
a
in G by Lemma 2.5.
P lies in the
center of
is the direct product of P and Pl. As the order of P
power of
3, every element of order 2 or lies in
. In particular, a, h E
as G is
a and h, G = PI and P
1.
(vi)
no other prime is divisor of the order of
Now we prove N
1.
Let (J be a
of N which has index 2 in N. Then the members aQ and hQ
of G/Q
the relations (aQ)2 = (hQ)5
(ahQ)6 Q. Put kQ =
. Thus
(I.:Q)2
Q and (akQ)2 = (hQ)5 = (akhQ)3 Q. That is, (akQ, hQ) = P1
~ As.
As N/Q is the centre of G/Q, G/Q
PdQ x N/Q. Since
has order 2, PdQ
is a subgroup of index 2 and
is a subgroup of G of index
Hence, by lemma
3.1(b), H is not a subgroup Pl' This forces H ~ DlO and G
PI U bPI In these
circumstances PI n H has the same number of cosets in PI as H has in G, i.e. PI
acts transitively on the vertices of r. As h E PI it also acts symmetrically which
is not possible because of the minimal property of G. Hence N has no subgroup
Q of index 2 and as N is 2-group it follows that N
1, G ~ As, and r is one of

'-,U~L'A\.AQ"jH0

(a) and (b) of this Lemma

which

Lemma

Lemrna 3.6

acts

does not

the members of
4,5,6,7} and
2,3,

must interchanges
Q of
5 and {) or 5 and 7.
where i, j E {I, 2, 3, 4} .
pcrmLutatJlOn group of six letter
However
i- (71, , since the group
set. So a an element of order 4. As Z{), E
. So 7i induces an
automorphism on n
and thus fixes the
n H a . Thus
a = (1,2,3,4)(5,6) or a = (1,2,3,4)(5,7). Therefore (a, is a permutation group
of a six letter set,
to our
= (71, H). This proves the lemma.

o
Lemma 3.7 G is not isomorphic to As i. e. co,se (2) of Lemma

3.4

does not occur.

Proof By Lemma 3.4
H ~
x3 . 2. To prove this lemma it suffices to prove
that there is no element a such that G = (a, H) subject to the relations of Lemma
45

2.3. If not, choose a E G such that H n Ha
index 5 in Hand G
Hence H n Hit
x3 : 2. As a 2 E H, it follows that a
(a, H n
: 4. However
no
to
this is a contradiction. This proves the lemma. 0

H).
Thus
x 3 : 4,

Then

Lemma 3.8

(a) £f H
(b) if H

i8 the graph of or-der

36;

15) then N
(c) if H
1 and r i8 the
graph ](6 of
and INI
order 6;
the block graph r N
r 'ts a
(d) if H a n d INI = 16) then N
topological cover of
and the order of r is
G the extension of

Proof It
bers

from Lemma 2.4 that there
(a). Now
the fJ\."Oc'''JH~
G

HnHa
the relevant
by Lemma
(b). Now we prove case
First consider the case N = 1, that
then
h)
to the relations

h=

(a, h)
M a maximal
of
However
has no
maximal
M which contains both elements of order 5
elements of
order 4. This contradiction shows G
(a, h)
has order 360, the
subgroup H
with the relevant element
order
which we
denote by
on which
Now consider the
In this
~
INI :::; 2
and H ~
We claim N
1. If not, INI
2, G
(a,
to the relations
of Lemma 2.3. As H n aH a-I has index 5 in
it is
to prove a is not an
involution. Thus a 2 must be an involution of H. Hence there exists h E H such
that (aN, hN)
GIN according to the relations

= (hN)5 = (ahN)·5 =

= N.

Since a 2h E
so a4 = h 5 = (a 2h)2 = 1. Suppose that (ah)5
E
z2 = 1.
Since N
2 and GIN is a simple group of order 360, N is the center of G. Then
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= Q and

Set

A6 . Hence
Since IN /QI
Lemma 3.1 (b)
of AI. It shows that
contains an involution b such that G
U bM and 1M : M n
IG . HI.
That
M acts transitively on the vertices of r.
h E r is
This contradicts the minimal property of G. Hence N has no
2 and as N is a 2-group it follows that N = 1.
Now choose a = (12)(56) and H ~ As. As in Lemma 3.6, we have G = (a, H)
and H n Ha has index 5 in H. It follows that r defined by {gHlg E G} is the
complete graph J(6 of order 6 on which A6 acts symmetrically.

Thus

. MI = 2.

hQ)
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(d) if H
A5 and INI = 16, then N
Lemma 3.5 and it follows that r is a toI)Ol lDglcal
r is 96 and G the extension of by

by the method of Sub case 2 of
KG and the order of

Lemma 3.9 If G is isomorphic to P5L(2,11) then

r

L2(11)~6 which is defined

in [9].

Lemma 3.4 (6), G s::
D lO . In this case r is the unique
of order 66 which is de1;ennlIled in Lemma 4.4 of [9] and so
we omit the direct check. We denote it by
0

(4) of Lemma

Lemma 3.10 G is not isomorphic to

does

not occur.

Proof By Lemma 3.4
H s::
To prove this lemma it suffices to prove that
there is no element a such that G
(a, H)
to
relations of Lemma 2.3.
If not, choose a E G such that HnHa has index in H and hence HnHa ~
As
16) has no element of order 4, a must he an involution. As a fixes H n Ha;
(a, H n Ha)
This contradicts the fact
16) has no subgroup isomorphic
to
The proof is
0

Lemma 3.11 If H

~

or H s::

then

r

is not

Proof If r is 5-valent
then IH : H n Ha I
G. Thus if H s::
then
n Hal 72. However
H 3:
is impossible. Similarly 56 has no
impossible that H ~ 56' The proof is
0

Q,

5-valent graph.

no subgroup of order
of order
so it is also

this case H s::
z. e. case (1:1)
does not ocwr.
is not isomorphic to
(in this case H s::
i. e. case (:1) of Lemma
not occur.
(c)
is not isomorphic to
(in this case
(15) or case (16) of Lemma :1.4 does not occur.
z.e. case (12) of
(d) G is not isomorphic to
(in this case H
Lemma 3.4 does not occur.

Lemma .3.12 (a) G is not isomorphic to
of Lemma

3.4

Proof
Lemma 3.4 case
.1 6 ; case (3),
s:: A 8 , H ~
case
or (16), G / N s::
(a), (b), (c) are consequences
of Lemma 3.11.
Lemma 3.4 case
H ~
:2
.22 As
1= IA6 : 221 = 25.3 2.5
and H n Ha has index 5 in H, IH n Hal =
.3 2
288. Since A6 has no subgroup
of order 72, it follows that A6 : 22 has no subgroup of order 72.22 = 288. This
contradicts
n Ha I =
and the proof is complete. 0

Lemnla 3.13 Let G and H be as in Theorem 2 with G primitive, and suppose that
H ~ 55. Let K be subgroup of H satisfying K s:: S4' Let k be the number of points
in r fixed by K. Then G has k - 1 suborbits of length 5.

Proof Since K
maximal in H, we have, for p E Fix
= 5 and Lemma 2.3 of [9], pH n Fix r(K) = {fJ}.
5 in r. 0
Lemma 3.14 G is not isomorphic to

andH

~

~.

{a}, IfJHJ = IH :
H has k - 1 orbits of
e. case

of Lemma3·4

does noi occur.

Proof
Lemma 3.4 (13), G ~ Mnl H
To prove this lemma it suffices
to prove that there is no element such that G =
subject to the relation
IH : H n
= 5. The last relation
H n Ha ~
It equivalent to show
that the action of H on a left coset {gH I 9 E G} has no sub orbit of length 5.
It suffices
Lemma 3.13 to show that for K sHand ]( ~
K has only one
fixed
in {gH}. We see the
group Mll
the automorphism group
of
the stabilizer of block is H
S5. Since there is only
one
class of H in G, the action of G on {gH} is equivalent to that on
the block system
{Bi} of the
5, 1) design. Let D be such a design,
X = {1)
.. II} be the point
and
be its set of blocks. Now suppose that
the stabilizer of block
= {I, 3, 4, 9} is Hand K
H, K
S4. Thus}(
fixes
Thus K induces an action on Bo. Let i be an element of order 3 in I{.
Then t
(tl' t 2,
t s,
i 8, t g ) and it induces an action on Eo, namely it
sub-block of
of length 3 and fixes every other
B o, without loss of
say 5,9. Then t = (1,3, 4)(t4' t 5, if»)(t7' i 8, t g ). Let X be the permutation
character
degree 66 of M l l . Now X Xl + X2 + XS + X8, [6, PIS] and elementary
calculations lead to X( t) = 3. This implies that there are just three blocks which
are fixed
the action of t in If. As {t 4, t s , t 6 }, {h, t g } are each in two blocks
t determines the three fi.,'{ed blocks of E. SO the other two blocks fixed by t
of
must be
= {t 4 ,t s , 5,9},B 2 {t 7 ,is ,tg ,5,9}.
Let u be an element of order 4 in K. Then u fixes Bo and thus induces an
action on Bo. That
u fixes a sub-block of length 4 as the action of a 4-cycle
and fixes the remaining one point. If I{ fixes another block of
then this block
must one of Bl and B 2 , without loss of generality, say B 1 . Hence u fixes Bl and
induces an action on
:u fixes a sub-block of length 4 and fixes a point. Since
Bl must have points 5,9 as above discussed, thus either 5 or 9 must be in the subblock of length 4, without loss of generality, say 5. It is obvious that the sub-block
{5 U 'li = 1,2,3,4} of u in Bl is equal to that of u in Bo- Since their length is 4,
Bo = Bl by the definition of a 4-(11,5,1) design and this contradicts that I{ has
another fixed block. This shows that the action of J{ has only one fixed block and
the proof is now complete. 0
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